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Chapter 1 : Editions of The Pharaoh's Secret by Clive Cussler
The dazzling new novel in the #1 New York Times-bestselling NUMA Files series from Clive Cussler.. Kurt and Joe
tangle with a ruthless enemyâ€”a power broker bent on building a new Egyptian empire as glorious as those of the
pharaohs.

Literary career[ edit ] Clive Cussler began writing in when his wife took a job working nights for the local
police department where they lived in California. After making dinner for the children and putting them to
bed, he had no one to talk to and nothing to do, so he decided to start writing. The Dirk Pitt novels frequently
take on an alternative history perspective, such as "what if Atlantis were real? The third, Raise the Titanic!
Often in the first chapter, a ship or plane carrying a top-secret, important, or dangerous cargo is lost and never
found, until it is recovered by a modern character later in the book. Where Crichton strove for scrupulous
realism, however, Cussler prefers fantastic spectacles and outlandish plot devices. Pitt himself is a
larger-than-life hero reminiscent of Doc Savage and other characters from pulp magazines. NUMA[ edit ] As
an underwater explorer , Cussler has discovered more than sixty shipwreck sites [6] and has written
non-fiction books about his findings. Cussler owns a large collection of classic cars , [6] several of which
driven by Pitt appear in his novels. The ship famed for being the first to come to the aid of Titanic survivors.
The famed ghost ship that was found abandoned with cargo intact. The first ironclad of the civil war, formerly
the icebreaker Enoch Train. The first submarine to successfully sink an enemy vessel - during the American
Civil War. Media appearances[ edit ] In what started as a joke in the novel Dragon that Cussler expected his
editor to remove, he now often writes himself into his books. Often, the character is given an alias and not
revealed as Cussler until his exit with the characters remarking on his odd name. The Tombs also includes his
wife, Janet. There are at least two other types of recurring in-jokes that are less obvious to a casual reader. One
is the frequent reuse of the name Leigh Hunt for different characters in different novels. Seventeen books have
had a character with this name, frequently in the opening prologues, frequently a sailor, usually dying; a
notable exception is the first in chronological order Dirk Pitt adventure, Pacific Vortex, in which Admiral
Leigh Hunter is a major character, commander of the st Recovery Fleet in Hawaii. In the introduction to Arctic
Drift, Cussler says there was a real Leigh Hunt who died in and the novel is dedicated to him. He also uses the
name "Periwinkle" in his works.
Chapter 2 : Pharaohs Secret: blog.quintoapp.com: Clive Cussler: Books
The Pharaoh's Secret, by Clive Cussler (and Graham Brown), was an action-packed novel, with a great plot, unique
characters, and realistic details. The story is about Kurt Austin, the Director of Special Assignments for the National
Underwater and Marine Agency (NUMA) and his friend, Joe Zavala.

Chapter 3 : VarageSale: Your Online Garage Sale - Buy and Sell Locally
The Pharaoh's Secret by Clive Cussler is the 13th installment in the series of NUMA Files books.. It's been co-authored
by Graham Brown and had a date of publication of November 17,

Chapter 4 : Clive Cussler - The Pharaoh's Secret
clive cussler pharaohs secret kurt austin cussler books another great good read kurt and joe "The Pharaoh's Secret"
carries on Cussler's tradition of writing.

Chapter 5 : Download PDF: The Pharaoh's Secret by Clive Cussler Free Book PDF
About Clive Cussler Clive Cussler is the author or coauthor of more than 50 previous books in five best-selling series,
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including Dirk Pitt, NUMA More about Clive Cussler.

Chapter 6 : The Pharaoh's Secret (ExLib) by Clive Cussler; Graham Brown | eBay
The Pharaoh's Secret: A Kurt Austin Adventure (NUMA Files Series) by Clive Cussler, Graham Brown When the NUMA
crew is exposed to a dangerous toxin, Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala will stop at nothing to find a cure foretold by Ancient
Egyptian lore in this exhilarting novel in the #1 New York Times -bestselling series.

Chapter 7 : The Pharaoh's Secret (NUMA Files): blog.quintoapp.com: Clive Cussler: Books
THE LATEST KURT AUSTIN ACTION-PACKED NUMA FILES ADVENTURE NOVEL FROM THE UK NO.1
BESTSELLER CLIVE CUSSLER. THE CITY OF THE DEAD, EGYPT BC. Buried deep beneath the Saharan desert is a
secret - an ancient elixir so powerful that it is rumoured to take life from the living and restore it to the dead.

Chapter 8 : The Pharaoh's Secret (NUMA Files, #13) by Clive Cussler
Penguin presents the unabridged, downloadable audiobook edition of The Pharaoh's Secret. The City of the Dead,
Egypt, BC Buried deep beneath the Sahara desert is a secret - an ancient elixir so powerful that it is rumoured to take
life from the living and restore it to the dead.

Chapter 9 : The Pharaoh's Secret (NUMA Files, book 13) by Graham Brown and Clive Cussler
1S R 1L THE PHARAOH'S SECRET 3 Before Manu-hotep could speak again, he sensed movement. A trio of men
came racing from the dark, weapons in hand.
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